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By hiring a professional organization to design and build their trade show displays, companies can
gain significantly higher returns from their investment in trade show architecture. It is for that reason
that so many organizations are now turning to industry specialists such as Best Displays when they
require display materials that meet the highest standards in terms of composition quality and
appearance.

Headquartered in Markham, Ontario, Best Displays have become known as one of the trade show
industryâ€™s leading innovators for the outstanding quality of the items within their comprehensive
catalogue. They are continually able to supply their clients across North America with the latest
solutions because their in-house team keeps a close eye on industry trends. Indeed, each year,
representatives from Best Displays attend hundreds of trade shows across the country to see which
types of displays are achieving success within the field, and then adding those display types to their
extraordinarily diverse product catalogue.

One solution that the company has recently added to their selection is the innovative Blueprint
display. These trade show displays are one of the hottest current items within the marketplace due
to their outstanding flexibility. Consisting of a square aluminum tube and connector series, the
Blueprint display offers organization an unlimited number of design options. The impact of this
outstanding product has been such that many industry insiders believe that the Blueprint system is
the most important innovation of the last 20 years within the trade show industry.

Many companies were searching for a display solution that offered flexibility and was easy to
transport and build, and thatâ€™s exactly what the Blueprint display system from Best Displays offers.
Another advantage to this exceptional system is the fact that the material is strong enough to
support large machines such as plasma screens. These types of display additions are ideal for
smaller organizations who wish to capture the attention of the trade show audience at each and
every event they attend. And companies can trust each and every Blueprint display purchased
through the Best Displays catalogue because theyâ€™ll receive lifetime warranty, which ensures that,
should a mechanical issue occur, a replacement product will be supplied to the client in a short
period of time. It is this type of commitment to customer care that has become synonymous with the
Best Displays brand name.

For those businesses that are looking to consolidate the cost of attending trade shows, Best
Displays has a number of cost-cutting solutions. Why not review the companyâ€™s wide selection of
used trade show displays for example? These previously used products are completely
reconditioned in-house and come replete with a warranty that ensures the client is protected should
they have any issue with their newly acquired display system. In addition to full system rentals, Best
Displays also offers customers furniture rentals. These types of products are ideal for businesses
that require display accessories for a one off tradeshow event and can truly help clientele to save
thousands each year on their trade show requirements.

To discover a world of solutions designed to enhance your companyâ€™s image at its next industry
event, contact the specialists at Best Displays today.

About Best Displays:

Located in Markham, Ontario, Best Displays are the leading full-service provider for all of your trade
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show requirements. With innovative equipment modeled on the latest trade show trends, and
competitive prices designed to fit within every budget, Best Displays are quickly becoming one of
the most recognized names in the industry. For more information, please go to Bestdisplays.
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